MADAGASCAR
Q4 2019 PREPAREDNESS

5 SUB-REGIONAL WORKING GROUPS

1 NATIONAL COORDINATION HUB

STAKEHOLDERS

94 STAKEHOLDERS ENGAGED

65% GOVERNMENT
10% OTHER
11% NGOs
6% NGOs
4% UN AGENCIES
4% RED CROSS/RED CRESCENT

PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

COUNTRY CAPACITY STRENGTHENING STRATEGY FINALIZED AT WFP LEVEL AND PRESENTED TO THE BINGRC FOR ITS REVIEW.
SECOND WAVE OF LOGISTICS WORKSHOPS LAUNCHED IN THE FIVE INHIL-IRKA REGIONS OF MADAGASCAR.
SECTORAL CONTINGENCY PLAN UPDATED.
LOGISTICS WORKING GROUP ACTIVATED IN MAJUNGA FOR BELNA EMERGENCY RESPONSE.

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT

WFP AND PARTNERS EMERGENCY ACTIVITIES WILL BE PUBLISHED ON THE BINGRC WEBSITE.

The Logistics Cluster is led by

WFP

USAID

Funded by the European Union

German humanitarian assistance

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.